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The NA48/2 collaboration has analyzed 1.1 million charged kaon decaysK± → π+π−e±ν lead-

ing to an improved determination of the branching fraction at percent level precision and detailed

form factor studies. The collaboration also has accumulated 45000 semi-leptonic charged kaon

decaysKe4(00) to π0π0eν , increasing the world available statistics by several orders of magni-

tude. Background contamination at the one percent level andvery goodπ0 reconstruction allow

the first accurate measurement of the branching fraction anddecay form factor. A sample of about

300K± → π±γγ rare decays with a background contamination below 10% has been collected by

the NA48/2 and NA62 experiments at CERN during low intensityruns with minimum bias trigger

configuration. The measurements of the rate and decay properties are presented.
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1. Introduction

The study of bothKe4 andK± → π±γγ decays can provide valuable inputs to test Chiral Per-
turbation Theory (ChPT). NA48/2 experiment, devoted to the search for CP-violating asymmetry
in K± → 3π± decays [1], has also provided large samples of rare kaon decays in 2003-2004. In
2007-2008, the NA62 experiment [2] (RK phase) collected a large data sample with the same detec-
tor but a modified beam line. A detailed description of the NA48/2 detector elements is available
in [3].

Two simultaneousK+ andK− beams are produced by 400 GeV/c protons on a beryllium tar-
get. Particles of opposite charge with a central momentum of 60 GeV/c and a momentum band of
±3.8% (rms) are selected by two systems of dipole magnets, focusing quadrupoles, muon sweep-
ers and collimators. Charged particles fromK± decays are measured by a magnetic spectrometer
consisting of four drift chambers (DCH1–DCH4) and a dipole magnet located between DCH2 and
DCH3. The magnetic spectrometer is followed by a scintillator hodoscope. A liquid Krypton
calorimeter (LKr) measures the energy of electrons and photons.

The kinematics of theK± → π+π−e±ν (K+−
e4 ) decay is described by five variables [4]: the

dipion squared invariant massSπ , the dilepton squared invariant massSe, the angleθπ of the π±

in the dipion rest frame with respect to the flight direction of dipion in the kaon rest frame, the
angleθe of thee± in the dilepton rest frame with respect to the flight direction of dilepton in the
kaon rest frame, and the angleφ between the dipion and dilepton planes in the kaon rest frame.
The decay amplitude is the product of the leptonic weak current and (V-A)hadronic current.The
hadronic current is described in terms of three (F,G,R) axial-vector and one (H) vector complex
form factors.

These form factors are developed in a partial wave expansion, limited to S-and P-waves
and considering a unique phaseδp for all P-wave contributions (in absence of CP violating weak
phases):F = Fseiδ f s +Fpeiδ f pcosθπ , G = Gpeiδgp , H = Hpeiδhp

The decay probability depends only on the form factor magnitudesFs,Fp,Gp,Hp, a single
phaseδ = δs−δp and kinematic variables. The form factors can be developed in a series expansion
of the dimensionless invariantsq2 = (Sπ/4m2

π)−1 andSe/4m2
π [5]. Two slope and one curvature

terms are sufficient to describe the measuredFs form factor variation within the available statistics
(Fs = fs(1+ f ′s/ fsq2 + f ′′s / fsq4 + f ′e/ fsSe/4m2

π)), while two terms are enough to describe theGp

form factor (Gp/ fs = gp/ fs +g′p/ fsq2), and two constants to describe theFp andHp form factors.
For theK± → π0π0e±ν (K00

e4 ) decay mode, the matrix element doesn’t depend onθπ andφ
angles. It includes the only form factorFs with a possible variation withSπ andSe.

2. K+−
e4 results

The hadronic form factors in the S- and P-wave and their variation with energy have been
obtained concurrently with the phase difference between the S- and P-wave states of theππ system,
leading earlier to the precise determination ofa0

0 anda0
2, the I=0 and I=2 S-waveππ scattering

lengths [6].
A high precision measurement ofK+−

e4 normalized (divided byfs) form factor parameters has
been published by NA48/2 in [7]. Their absolute values can be obtained from the branching ratio
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measurement. Details of this newK+−
e4 branching ratio measurement by NA48/2 can be found in

[8].

The K+−
e4 rate is measured relative to theK± → π+π−π± (K+−

3π ) normalization channel.The
Ke4 andK3π candidates are reconstructed from three charged tracks consistent with the same decay
vertex. Kinematic separation from signal and normalization is obtained by requiring (or not) miss-
ing mass and missing transverse momentum in the 3π decay hypothesis. Electron identification
criteria require track momentum larger than 2.75 GeV/c , 0.9 < E(LKr)/p(DCH) < 1.1 and asso-
ciated LKr shower properties consistent with the electron hypothesis. Pionidentification criteria
require track momentum larger than 5 GeV/c andE(LKr)/p(DCH) < 0.8.

A total sample of about 1.1 millionK00
e4 candidates (one electron tracke± and two opposite

sign pions) and about 19 millions of prescaledK3π candidates (three charged pions with total charge
±1) were selected from data recorded in 2003-2004.

There are two main background sources:K± → π+π−π± decays with subsequentπ → eν
decay or a pion mis-identified as an electron; andK± → π0(π0)π± with subsequentπ0 → e+e−γ
decay with undetected photons and an electron mis-identified as a pion. The total background
contribution is below 1% of the signal.

A detailed GEANT3-based [10] Monte Carlo simulation was used to compute acceptances,
taking into account full detector geometry, DCH alignment, local inefficiencies and beam prop-
erties. The resultingK+−

e4 branching fraction is found to beBR(K+−
e4 ) = (4.257± 0.004stat ±

0.016syst ± 0.031ext)10−5, three times more precise than the current PDG value [9]. The exter-
nal error, from the uncertainty of the normalization channel branching ratio, dominates the total
error of the measurement.

The measured branching fraction has been used to extractfs normalization form factor and all
the absolute values of hadronic form factor parameterization coefficients.

3. K00
e4 decay studies

TheK00
e4 rate is measured relative toK± → π0π0π± (K00

3π ) normalization channel. These two
samples are collected with the same trigger logics, highly efficient for this event topology. A
common event selection was considered as far as possible.

Events with at least fourγ, detected by LKr, and at least one track, reconstructed from spec-
trometer data, were regarded asK00

e4 or K00
3π candidates. Every combination of twoγ pairs, detected

by LKr, was considered as a pair ofπ0. Reconstructed longitudinal positions of bothπ0 → 2γ
decay candidates were required to coincide within 500cm, and their average positionZn was in the
fiducial volume.

Decay longitudinal positionZch, assigned to every track, was defined by the closest distance
approach between the track and the beam axis. Combined vertex, composed of four LKr clusters
and one charged track, was required to have the difference between these two measured longitudinal
positions|Zn −Zch| less than 800cm.

Pion and electron identification was the same as inK+−
e4 case (see Section 2).K00

e4 andK00
3π

decays were discriminated by means of elliptic cuts in the (Mπ0π0π± , pt) plane, whereMπ0π0π± is
the invariant mass of combined vertex in theK0

3π hypothesis, andpt is the transversal momentum.
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Figure 1: K00
e4 normalized form factor squaredF2

S / f 2
s . BelowSπ = (2mπ±)2 the curve takes into account the

lowest orderππ rescattering contribution from [11].

Elliptic cut separates about 70 millionK00
3π normalization events from 45000K00

e4 candidates.
Residual fake-electron background is about 1.3% ofK00

e4 signal. Background fromK00
3π with the

subsequentπ± → e±ν is 0.1% of the signal, that is a small fraction of total background.

The preliminary result has been obtained:Br(K00
e4 )= (2.595±0.012stat ±0.024syst ±0.032ext)10−5.

This measurement is 10 times more precise, than the current PDG corresponding value [9]. Sys-
tematic error includes the contributions from background uncertainty, simulation statistical error,
sensitivity to form factor, radiation correction simulation effect, trigger efficiency and beam ge-
ometry uncertainties. External error comes from PDG uncertainty of normalization channelK00

3π
branching fraction.

Below the threshold ofSπ = (2mπ±)2 the measuredK00
e4 decay form factor shows a deficit

of events (Fig. 1). It is very similar to the effect ofπ+π− → π0π0 rescattering inK± → π0π0π±

decay (cusp effect), investigated by NA48/2 experiment recently [6] onthe basis of advanced ChPT
formulations.

4. K± → π±γγ results

Measurements of radiative non-leptonic kaon decays provide stringenttests of ChPT. In this
framework, theK± → π±γγ decay receives two non-interfering contributions at lowest non-trivial
orderO(p4): the pion and kaonloop amplitude depending on an unknownO(1) constant ˆc repre-
senting the total contribution of the counterterms, and thepole amplitude [12].

New measurements of this decay have been performed using data collected during a 3-day
special NA48/2 run in 2004 with 60 GeV/c K± beams, and a 3-month NA62 run in 2007 with
74 GeV/c K± beams. Signal events are selected in the regionz = (mγγ/mK)2 > 0.2 to reject the
K± → π±π0 background peaking atz = 0.075. 147 (175) decays candidates are observed in the
2004 (2007) data set, with backgrounds contaminations of 12% (7%) fromK± → π±π0(π0)(γ)

decays with merged photon clusters in the electromagnetic calorimeter.

The characteristicz distributions are displayed in Figure 2. The values of the ˆc parameter
in the framework of the ChPTO(p4) andO(p6) parameterizations according to [13] have been
measured by performing likelihood fits to the data. The preliminary combined results of the fits
based on 2004 and 2007 runs data are in agreement with the earlier BNL E787 (31 events, [14])
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Figure 2: Characteristicz distributions with MC expectations for signal and backgrounds: 2004 data (left)
and 2007 data (right). The signal region is indicated with arrows.

ones: ˆc for O(p4) fit = 1.56±0.23; ĉ for O(p6) fit = 2.00±0.26; branching fraction forO(p6) fit
= (1.01±0.06)×10−6.

5. Conclusion and future prospects

New measurements of theK+−
e4 and K00

e4 branching ratios have been obtained at improved
precision by the NA48/2 experiment. First results onFS form factor ofK00

e4 are consistent with the
K+−

e4 corresponding measurement within the current statistics. The branching ratio and form factor
parameter of theK± → π±γγ decay are obtained at improved precision.

Future prospects include the observation of several thousand decaysin similar muonic modes
K± → π0π0µ±ν (never observed) andK± → π+π−µ±ν (7 events observed).
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